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This tiny old house takes you back to a bygone era. The Big Book of a Miniature House is a superb

guide to crafting an exquisite miniature French country home from the ground up. With a fixed front

and open back, this little gem of a home takes you back in time to enjoy old-fashioned elegance and

vintage grandeur. Everything and the kitchen sink. There are also instructions to make French-style

furniture â€“ chairs, folding screen, ornate light sconces, and dressing tables â€“ even flowers,

fireplaces, window treatments and the kitchen sink!Â  With over 200 vivid photographs, this is a

beautiful book to linger over and the gorgeous gallery of dolls' houses will ignite your creativity.

Construction made simple. A practical guide to tools, techniques and materials is included along

with detailed step-by-step instructions. With over 400 drawings, it will guide you through all phases

of construction, including:  Basic house construction Electrification Building the hallway Kitchen

Stairwell Bathroom Living room Bedroom Nursery.  Details, details, details - because they make all

the difference. Easy-to-follow instructions will help you build up the wall panels to create the deep

recesses, fancy paneling, and wall niches that make this miniature home so special. These are

techniques that you can use into any dollhouse you make. Plus, youâ€™ll learn more about creating

authentic miniatures with expert advice on furnishings, decorations and paint colors.Â 
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Miniaturist Christine-Lea Frisoni has based this book on her own extensive experience of interior

decor, adapted to the miniature world. Christine-Lea aims to reproduce objects in a realistic way to



conserve the memory, lifestyle and decor of bygone eras. A number of her personal creations can

be found in private collections worldwide.

The most wonderful book about how to build a miniature house. You don't need any expierience,

because the author explains step by step how to create this beautiful French house. She also

explains how to do furniture, plants and many more decorative miniatures. I have built this house

already following this marvelous book...and I'm so, so happy with it.It's a "must have" for everyone

who loves miniatures.I highly recommend this outstanding book.

What an elegant book. Just what I was hoping for in a miniature house. I feel true inspiration in what

has been depicted and in the plans that have been laid out. I may try my hand at one of these

darling dollhouse plans that are so atmospherically French! It is no wonder that this is the top selling

book for miniature houses. Tres bon!

This is principally a picture book -- a coffee table book -- with a seriesof how-to's. I have not found

the how-to's especilly helpful because they assume an existing level of expertise that I simply do not

possess. But the pictures are so breathtaking that I must give this book five starts. I could sit for

hours and daydream of living inside these little environments.

First off...I am a huge doll house phenatic. So i own several doll house books and by several i mean

20. I have been searching for a book that shows me how to build a hand made doll house and

furniture from scratch but that still looks store bought, not like other books that just come up with

something from small finding and at the end looks nice but not like how an authentic doll house

should look or that explain everything in detail but don't have pictures that help. I have to say this

book makes it to my top 3 lists and is one of my favorites.This book has beautiful pictures so you

can't get lost and someone inexperienced or first starting off can definitely follow her. It has roughly

around 200 pages of beautiful detailed instructions that includes electrical wiring, assembling a hand

built house from scratch, how to add textures to dollhouses like bricks and plasters, making side

windows and how to even make them open !!! It even shows you how to create a tiled and Wooden

flooring look. And paints and paint effects... now for the furniture, it doesn't have so many pictures

thag you can follow but it includes hand drawn layouts with the dimensions so you still can't get

lost.If you're trying to look for something more modern , this isn't the book for you. Overall this book

is more for people who are trying to build their own house and decorate the inside walls stairs and



floors along with the electrical wiring and build some basic handmade furniture. I must say it's a

must have!!! A book you won't regret buying!!!!

A charming volume that explores the magical world of dollhouses. Beautiful photographs combined

with creative and expert directions for finishing and furnishing a miniature world. Weather enjoyed

as a unique coffee table book, the ultimate inspiration for a beginner or a bible for the experienced

and OCD enthusiast this book is a true gem.

Beautiful and amazing pictures in this book. They are convincing and seem so accurate, you may

think you're looking into a full sized house. Inspiration for anyone who loves dollhouses and

miniatures.

I love this book, great ideas, clear instructions and nice pictures. I was drooling over this book every

time I saw it and finally made the purchase. I did need to find a metric yardstick for measuring since

it doesn't give inches and feet, rather centimeters. But I was able to find the yardstick I needed, here

on , and its very simple now.

Amazing detail and instructions on how to create miniature details!
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